
 

 

The occupation forces & International Day of Peace!!
 
American despotism and dollars  have blinded many people throughout  the
world even they cover up the sun by two fingers, the current matter of war
which massacre all  the mankind  around the world,  especially  territories  of
Afghanistan, Iraq and Palestine and brought  them as  the oven of  fire and
gunpowder.
Who has started this durable fighting and has been continued it, who are the
factors and instigators of this international matter, why the Muslims do not
have the right to establish an Islamic state in the world?
Unfortunately international justice has gotten up to the top of senseless the
human protectors of the "International Day of Peace" never ready to hear the

vice of oppressed people and openly talk to the oppressors. -21st Sept- has
declared as the International Day of Peace, by the UN, on this day thousands
of (white pigeons) flew up everywhere by the order of this organization, the
demonstrations and marches take place by the name of (peace) but this peace
"only a day dreaming and a cheating plan" will it be practically seen?
So, who ever have logic of power for their interests and starving aims, sweep
away the independence of free countries believing legal occupying of these,
provided prisons "as hell" like Gontanamo, Bagram and Abu-Ghuraib, consider
torture of thousands of innocent people as their legal rights, blocked them in
cages, take advantage of oil, gas and sources of others, nevertheless it will be
by the cost of killing of thousands of innocent people. Is it possible to replace
peace instead of war, killing and torture in the existence of these anti-human
forces?
 We openly say "in every country whereas the war fire has been spread and the
nations destroy in, how is it possible to bring the peace. If US, UK and their
allies  give  up  from  these  sufferings  and  really  bring  the  peace  to  these
countries, there is no doubt that there will be virtual peace and security, the
rug of barbarism will be collected the human will began comfortable life from
the start.
In fact that is US and its allies fighting everywhere, support the militants and
spread seed of war.
Early seven years, while there were peace and security in Afghanistan that "no
one can refract it in all over the world", now we see US NATO and the entire
world "with the high technology" are not able to bring peace and security in the
country.
These all prove that the foreign occupations do not want peace in the country
but they throw away the peace and security, there would not be any security
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but they throw away the peace and security, there would not be any security
deal in the existence of foreign forces, because they just want to keep up their
interests in the region never work for the peace and security in the country, but
they always struggle to sweep away stabilization of the country.     
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